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transfer for sustainable urban-rural partnerships
Stadt-Land-Plus: Enhancing Cooperation for Strong Regions
Motivation
With the BMBF-funded projects in Stadt-Land-Plus, projects
located all over in Germany are developing and testing
innovative approaches for the strengthening of urban-rural
partnerships and sustainable regional development. The
funding activity is a part of the flagship initiative Zukunftsstadt (“Cities of the Future”). The scientific cross-sectional
synthesis project facilitates the networking between the
projects, supports the transfer of results and contributes to
implementing sustainable development in the regions.
Goals and approach
Overarching topics are actively identified for investigation.
The project initiates the exchange of experiences between
scientific, municipal and business representatives. Economic,
ecologic and socially viable approaches to sustainable
urban-rural partnerships, as well as the areas of conflict,
will be identified based upon the results and discussions.
The results will be processed for the target audiences of
researchers and practitioners.
Expected results and transfer
The Stadt-Land-Plus research results will be gathered in such
a way as to directly contribute to the German Sustainable
Development Strategy and also support the achievement of
the global Sustainable Development Goals of the UN Agenda
2030. The synthesis project will secure knowledge transfer
through the use of user-group adapted formats for broader
expert groups, politicians and other practitioners. A deeper
understanding of cooperation between urban and rural areas
as well as a common appreciation between scientific, municipal and business representatives will be reinforced.
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